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Summary

Objective: The growing volume and diversity of health and biomedical data indicate that the era of Big Data has arrived for healthcare. This has many implications for informatics, not only in terms of implementing and evaluating information systems, but also for the work and training of informatics researchers and professionals. This article addresses the question: What do biomedical and health informatics working in analytics and Big Data need to know?

Methods: We hypothesize a set of skills that we hope will be discussed among academic and other informaticians.

Results: The set of skills includes: Programming - especially with data-oriented tools, such as SQL and statistical programming languages; Statistics - working knowledge to apply tools and techniques; Domain knowledge - depending on one’s area of work, bioscience or health care; and Communication - being able to understand needs of people and organizations, and articulate results back to them.

Conclusion: Biomedical and health informatics educational programs must introduce concepts of analytics, Big Data, and the underlying skills to use and apply them into their curricula. The development of new coursework should focus on those who will become experts, with training aiming to provide skills in “deep analytical talent” as well as those who need knowledge to support such individuals.
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Healthcare data increasingly come from many sources. In the past, most data were obtained from patient records, public health surveillance reports, or research results. These data could be in a structured, unstructured, or semi-structured form when digitally recorded. With the advancement of health information technology (HIT) in the last decade, more data can be used for analyzing information and the creation of new knowledge. The implementation and use of HIT systems that integrate the electronic health record (EHR) has increased the amount of data that are digitally gathered at every encounter. When a patient seeks care in a healthcare facility with a better integration of clinical care, it may improve the care delivered to this patient, but also to others if the information can be re-used for research.

In addition to the sources described above, “new” kinds of health data created and managed by patients have emerged from fitness and personal health data capture devices, social media, and genomics and related sources. These data are presently not usually available at the point of care because they are difficult to capture, organize, and integrate for proper analysis [1].

Healthcare Challenges

There is a growing concern over waste and inefficiency in health care, in part due to poor use and integration of data. The US Institute of Medicine (IOM) has estimated annual excess costs of care in the US of around $750 billion (out of $2.5 trillion expended) and also resulting in approximately 75,000 annual premature deaths [2]. The IOM has categorized the causes of waste and harm as unnecessary services provided, services inefficiently delivered, prices too high relative to costs, excess administrative costs, missed opportunities for prevention, and fraud. While some of these problems may be unique to the US, it is likely that they exist in most other countries.

The convergence of all data related to healthcare from these disparate sources can help in developing what the IOM has termed the learning health system (LHS), which aims to lead to a situation where “each patient-care experience naturally reflects the best available evidence, and, in turn, adds seamlessly to learning what works best in different circumstances” in order to provide information to improve healthcare decisions, encourage patient empowerment by means of education on health issues and self-management, help in defining public health strategies, and provide the necessary support research and the development of new knowledge that can provide feedback to the LHS as a virtuous cycle. The data that is obtained from the integration of various related, but at the same time, disseminated sources can create a continuous learning environment facilitated by HIT. It is important to consider that in order to have an LHS, there is a need...
to build an infrastructure that can collect data from the health activity carried out, no matter the domain (clinical or research) or the situation where it is generated by taking into account that all data should be captured once, and use for all the purposes where it can be helpful or needed [3].

A recent IOM report provided a big-picture view of the LHS and asserted that implementing standard practices from those of other industries could result in [2]:

- Records immediately updated and available for use by patients,
- Care delivered proven to be “reliable at the core and tailored at the margins”,
- Patient and family needs and preferences being a central part of the decision process,
- All healthcare team members fully informed about each other’s activities in real time,
- Prices and total costs fully transparent to all participants in the care process,
- Incentives for payment structured to “reward outcomes and value, not volume”,
- Errors promptly identified and corrected,
- Outcomes routinely captured and used for continuous improvement.

The IOM report also identifies four “characteristics of a continuously learning healthcare system” [2]. These include:

1. Science and informatics - real-time access to knowledge and digital capture of the entire care experience
2. Patient-clinician partnerships - engaged, empowered patients
3. Incentives - aligned for value with full transparency
4. Culture - instilled by leadership and with supportive system competencies

**Big Data Opportunities**

The growing array of data and its importance to health is not limited to the healthcare system. Indeed, when we consider advances in areas such as genomics, imaging, quantified personal data, and more, the sum and synergy of this new digital information is often referred to as Big Data. Big Data has a large potential impact for healthcare since it can contribute to primary and secondary disease prevention, especially in the current burden of chronic diseases at a population level, monitor the safety of healthcare systems and also help in the implementation of appropriate treatment paths for patients, and support clinical improvement by research [4].

Big Data has different attributes that can be divided into four dimensions (Volume, Variety, Velocity and Veracity) where each one poses a challenge [5]. The first dimension is **Volume**, the amount of data is a challenge since all these sources (healthcare related applications, patients and devices) that need to be integrated generate an amount of data that ranges from terabytes, to petabytes, exabytes, and beyond. In healthcare most of this data is stored in “silos” that do not interoperate with other sources outside the walls of a single institution. The second dimension is **Variety**, since the data come from different resources that are likely not standardized. Such sources may be structured (in the best scenario), but usually they are unstructured or semi-structured with metadata that can help define the meaning of the data. The third dimension is **Velocity**, in which data is generated at a substantial rate and is constantly changing. The final dimension is **Veracity**, or trustability, which requires measures to ensure that the data is reliable, but also that it securely protects the identity (privacy and confidentiality) of the person from where it came [4, 6].

Although many definitions of Big Data emphasize its size, few of them actually quantify what that size is [7]. An alternative definition comes from the new Associate Director for Data Science for the US National Institutes of Health, who notes that Big Data is more about clinical, research, and other health-related organizations making maximal use of all of their data assets [8].

There are many potential benefits in the use of Big Data to improve healthcare. The use of Big Data needs to involve patients as active participants and providers of information to improve not only a given patient’s health but also the health of the population as a whole. It also can transform the way healthcare is delivered since patients may be able to access related information from all the sources (electronic health records, monitoring devices, and self-reported data) integrated as one. This can empower patients by allowing them to make informed decisions for their well-being. Research can be difficult to carry out, especially in developing economies or concerning orphan diseases or regional endemic diseases. The integration of information can help the provision of observational evidence that can answer clinical, epidemiological and public health questions [9]. There are also, however, challenges to make use of data in operational clinical systems. Data captured during the provision of care may be incorrect, incomplete, of uncertain provenance, and of uneven granularity [10]. Such data is, by definition, operational, and may not be controlled for confounders as might be in a randomized controlled trial [11]. A classic example of this was the Women’s Health Initiative, where a large-scale RCT overturned previous evidence from observational studies on the use of postmenopausal hormone replacement therapy [12]. Nonetheless, there is value for the sheer quantity of data in clinical systems, and informaticians are poised to leverage it [13]. Informatics, defined as the field devoted to the use of data, information, and knowledge to improve health, healthcare, public health, and research [14] is central to the notion of the LHS by capturing, analyzing, and making actionable data from the entire spectrum of care. The IOM report [2] provides a schematic of the healthcare system that allows all critical informatics challenges and opportunities to be enumerated, showing that the overall patient care experience emanates from underlying biomedical science, moving to generating the evidence of how to manage the patient, followed by the delivery of that best care that will ideally result in the optimal patient outcomes and satisfaction. If any of these elements is carried out sub optimally, there are missed opportunities, waste, and harm. Informatics plays a role in each of these elements as well as the transitions between them. Starting with science, informatics increasingly plays a role in both driving and facilitating science. Informatics allows the science to learn from new discoveries in the data and also helps the scientist manage and analyze that data. It helps clinical researchers select the best science to evaluate for evidence. Informatics also allows the best evidence to get implemented as care through
methods such as clinical decision support. It also optimizes the care experience through quality measurement and improvement. In addition, informatics engages not only patients and caregivers but also other providers through health information exchange. Informatics also provides “safety rails” of sorts through maintaining safety, reducing errors, facilitating privacy and security, and promoting adherence to standards. There is really no aspect of informatics that cannot be connected to the IOM LHS schematic.

Of course, vision alone is not enough, and attention must be turned to implementing the LHS. Encouraging studies and reports are already coming forth, such as the learning healthcare system operationalized at Group Health in Seattle [15], coordinated care projects implemented by Medicare to reduce hospital readmissions [16], the “Choosing Wisely” initiative to reduce unnecessary and potential harmful tests and treatments [17], and recent scientific initiative making the vast findings of genomics clinically “actionable” [18].

**Big Data Workforce Development**

Big Data needs “Big Data experts” that can provide the integration of data to create value. As noted above, most data at the present time is electronically generated. This requires experts to develop tools that can integrate it from whatever source it comes. Data adhering to standards can help in consolidating the information and natural language processing techniques can identify health-related information from diverse sources that may not be health-related in origin but are part of a patient’s daily life. Finally once all this data is processed, it can provide tailored reports and/or recommendations that can lead to new or improved knowledge that can transform healthcare [19].

Although much has been written extolling the virtues of analytics and Big Data, much less has been said about the human experts who will carry out the work, to say nothing, of those who will support the efforts for building systems to capture data, put it into usable form, and apply the results of analyses.

Many of those who collect, analyze, use, and evaluate data will come from the workforce of biomedical and health informatics. To this end, we must ask questions about the job activity as well as the education of those who work in this emerging area that some call “data science” [20]. Davenport asserts that data analytics is the “sexiest job of the 21st century,” meaning that those who perform it have rare qualities in high demand [21].

In healthcare and biomedicine, the field poised to lead in data science is informatics. After all, informatics has led the charge in implementing systems that capture, analyze, and apply data across the biomedical spectrum from genomics to health care and public health. From basic biomedical scientists to clinicians and public health workers, those who are researchers and practitioners are drowning in data, needing tools and techniques to allow its use in meaningful and actionable ways.

Data science is more than statistics or computer science applied in a specific subject domain. Dhar notes that a key aspect of data science, in particular what distinguishes it from statistics, is an understanding of data, its varying types, and how to manipulate and leverage it [20]. He notes that skills in machine learning are key, based upon a foundation of statistics (especially Bayesian), computer science (representation and manipulation of data), and knowledge of correlation and causation (modeling). Dhar noted a challenge to organizational culture that might occur as organizations moved from “intuition-based” to “fact-based” decision-making.

It is also clear that there are two types of individuals working with analytics and Big Data. As noted in a report by the McKinsey consulting firm, there will soon be a need in the US for 140,000-190,000 individuals who have “deep analytical talent” [22]. Furthermore, the report notes there will be need for an additional 1.5 million “data-savvy managers [needed] to take full advantage of Big Data” [22]. Analyses from the UK find similar results. An analysis by SAS estimated that by 2018, more than 6,400 organizations will hire 100 or more analytics managers [23]. Another report found that data scientists currently comprise less than 1% of all Big Data positions, with more common job roles consisting of developers (42% of advertised positions), architects (10%), analysts (8%) and administrators (6%) [24]. It was also found that the technical skills most commonly required for Big Data positions as a whole were NoSQL, Oracle, Java and SQL. While these estimates are not limited to healthcare, they also do not include other countries that have comparable needs to the US and the UK for such talent.

A report from IBM Global Services notes healthcare organizations are lagging behind in hiring individuals who are proficient in both “numerate” and business-oriented skills [25]. An additional report from IBM Global Services lists “expertise” among the critical attributes that are needed in organizations to complement technology. This expertise includes the supplementation of business knowledge with analytics knowledge, establishing formal career paths for analytics professionals, and tapping partners to supplement skills gaps that may exist [26]. Another US-based report by PricewaterhouseCoopers on health IT talent shortages notes that healthcare organizations wanting to keep ahead need to acquire talents in systems and data integration, data statistics and analytics, technology and architecture support, and clinical informatics [27].

The US National Institutes of Health (NIH) also recognizes that Big Data skills will be important for conducting biomedical research. In 2013, NIH convened a workshop on enhancing training in Big Data among researchers [28]. Similar to the healthcare domain, participants called for skills in quantitative sciences, domain expertise, and ability to work in diverse teams. The workshop also noted a need for those working in Big Data to understand the concepts of managing and sharing data. Trainees should also have access to real-world data problems and real-size data sets to solve them. Longer-term training would be required for those becoming experts and leaders in data science.

Data scientists involved in Big Data analytics deal with managing data from heterogeneous sources (aggregation) and preparing customized analyses over massive volume of data. Moving along the adoption curve for Big Data will require development in experience and expertise among users whose skill sets need to cover a wide range from deep technical to deep analytical and their combinations.
The American Society for Training & Development (ASTD) defines a skills gap as a significant gap between an organization’s current capabilities and the skills it needs to achieve its goals. It is the point at which an organization can no longer grow or remain competitive because it cannot fill critical jobs with employees who have the right knowledge, skills, and abilities [29].

CompTIA [30] conducted a state of the IT skills gap study among 1061 IT and business managers involved in managing IT or IT staffs for their organizations in Canada, Japan, South Africa, United Kingdom and the United States to gain a better understanding of the IT skills in demand and identify any existing or forthcoming IT skills shortages. The United States portion of the survey on 502 US IT and business managers reveals that eight in ten organizations say their business operations are impacted by gaps in the skill sets of their IT staff, and the dynamic, fast-changing nature of technology, and a lack of training resources is the biggest factor contributing to the skills gap. It further notes that nearly six in ten organizations (57 percent) intend to address their IT skills gap challenges by training or retraining existing staff in areas where skills are lacking.

A more recent version of the study from CompTIA [31] presents an interesting question from a workforce perspective on how best to develop staff equipped to drive Big Data initiatives. Does it make more sense to cross-train IT-centric staff on the business intelligence/analytics/interpretation side of Big Data, or cross-train business-centric staff on the technical side of data management and utilization? The study notes that the ideal position incorporates skills across IT-centric (Data Infrastructure), Business-centric (Interpretation, Visualization and Presentation) as well as Dual IT & Business-centric (Data Management, Processing and Analytics) functional areas.

As part of IBM’s Academic Initiative [32], the company is collaborating with more than 1,000 academic partners around the globe to develop curriculum that reflects the mix of technical and problem-solving skills considered necessary to prepare students for Big Data and analytics careers, across industries including health services. As part of this collaboration, IBM would provide schools with access to IBM Big Data and analytics software, curriculum materials, case study projects, and IBM data scientists to visit classes as guest lecturers. The company also announced awards for Big Data curricula.

The biomedical and health informatics training programs being offered by various universities should explore partnerships and collaborations with industry towards providing electives, modules and specialization tracks on data analytics as part of their coursework. Although it is unknown how many informatics educational programs cover Big Data or its underlying topics, Table 1 shows that a number of recommendations in the Recommendations of the International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) on Education in Biomedical and Health Informatics cover foundational aspects of Big Data [33]. Clearly educational programs must add coursework in Big Data and related areas, such as data science and data analytics. Outside of healthcare, some information science programs have begun to chart a course toward this [34].

What do biomedical and health informaticians working in analytics and Big Data need to know? We reviewed the reports cited above in an effort to distill the key skills that are required for informaticians to work with Big Data. Many educational programs already teach aspects of these, although they must be integrated and then combined into a capstone experience that applies them to Big Data problems. We set forth this list of skills and encourage the informatics community to begin discussion on whether they are correct and complete, and what depth is required:

1. **Programming** - especially with data-oriented tools, such as SQL and statistical programming languages
2. **Statistics** - working knowledge to apply tools and techniques
3. **Domain knowledge** - depending on one’s area of work, bioscience or health care
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### Table 1 Learning outcomes from Recommendations of the International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) on Education in Biomedical and Health Informatics that cover some aspects of the foundations of Big Data (33)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge/Skill – Domain</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(1) Biomedical and Health Informatics Core Knowledge and Skills</strong></td>
<td>1.11 Appropriate documentation and health data management principles including ability to use health and medical coding systems, construction of health and medical coding system&lt;br&gt;1.12 Structure, design and analysis principles of the health record including notions of data quality, minimum data sets, architecture and general applications of the electronic patient record/electronic health record&lt;br&gt;1.14 Principles of data representation and data analysis using primary and secondary data sources, principles of data mining, data warehouses, knowledge management&lt;br&gt;1.16 Ethical and security issues including accountability of health care providers, managers and BMHI specialists, and the confidentiality, privacy and security of patient data&lt;br&gt;1.17 Nomenclature, vocabularies, terminologies, ontologies and taxonomies in BMHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(2) Medicine, Health and Biosciences, Health System Organization</strong></td>
<td>2.7 Health administration, health economics, health quality management and resource management, patient safety initiatives, public health services and outcome measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(3) Informatics/Computer Science, Mathematics, Biometry</strong></td>
<td>3.1 Basic informatics terminology like data, information, knowledge, hardware, software, computer, networks, information systems, information systems management&lt;br&gt;3.2 Ability to communicate electronically, including electronic data exchange, with other health care professionals, internet/intranet use&lt;br&gt;3.4 Methods of practical informatics/computer science, especially on programming languages, software engineering, data structures, database management systems, information and system modeling tools, information systems theory and practice, knowledge engineering, (concept) representation and acquisition, software architectures&lt;br&gt;3.5 Methods of theoretical informatics/computer science, e.g. complexity theory, encryption/ security&lt;br&gt;3.10 Mathematics: algebra, analysis, logic, numerical mathematics, probability theory and statistics, cryptography&lt;br&gt;3.11 Biometry, epidemiology, and health research methods, including study design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Communication - being able to understand needs of people and organizations and articulate results back to them

To be relevant, informatics educational programs will need to introduce concepts of analytics, Big Data, and the underlying skills to use and apply them into their curricula. There will be a need for appropriate coursework for those who will become the “deep analytical talent” as well as higher breadth, perhaps with lesser depth, for the order of magnitude more individuals who will apply the results of Big Data analytics in healthcare and biomedical research. Health informatics training programs need to identify the knowledge, skills, and resources based on the potential impact that Big Data will have in healthcare as a whole and in biomedical research.

Conclusion

Advances in biomedical and health informatics provide unprecedented data to inform a health care system that learns from its day-to-day work. The growing quantity and diversity of this data put it into category of Big Data. To effectively use this data, there will be a need for experts trained in biomedical and health informatics who will both perform the analytic work with the data as well as support its collection, optimize its quality, and apply its results to improve health. The informatics field will not only need to develop systems and methods to best utilize this data, but also train the professionals who will perform and lead this work.
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